
The Renaissance of Gwen
Hathaway
by Ashley Schumacher
YF Schumacher
Avoiding change after the death of
her mother, Gwen works the ren
faire circuit with her father and
meets Arthur, a bard who
dramatically changes her plans.

Well, That Was
Unexpected
by Jesse Q. Sutanto
YF Sutanto
When their parents secretly set them
up, Sharlot Citra and George
Clooney Tanuwijaya are thrown
together on a trip to one of the most
romantic places on earth.

Teen Graphic Novels
Danger And Other
Unknown Risks
by Ryan North
YGN North
The world has ended, Earth is now
unstable due to magic. Marguerite
and her dog have trained their
whole lives to stop the deadly
chaos—or so they think.

Maybe An Artist: A
Graphic Memoir
by Elizabeth Montague
YGN Biography Montague
One of the first Black female
cartoonists offers this laugh-out-
loud memoir in which she shares the
events that led to her success.
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All the Right Reasons
by Bethany Mangle
YF Mangle
When Cara and her mom are cast as
the leads in a new reality dating
show for single parent families, Cara
falls for the boy who is off limits
while helping her mom pick a suitor
they both love.

I Kissed Shara Wheeler
by Casey McQuiston
YF McQuiston
When her prom queen rival Shara
kisses her and disappears, Chloe
hunts for answers and discovers
there is more to their small town,
and to Shara, than she thought.

The Do-over
by Lynn Painter
YF Painter
Stuck in a time loop and reliving the
worst Valentine's Day ever over and
over again, Emilie wonders what will
happen if the universe stops doling
out do-overs, when something good
starts to come out of her nightmare.

Accomplished: A Georgie
Darcy Novel
by Amanda Quain
YF Quain
It's junior year at Pemberley
Academy and Georgie is determined
to prove her worth to everyone who
sided with her abusive ex and
inconspicuous stalker, Wickham.
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Teen Fiction
Reggie And Delilah's Year
of Falling
by Elise Bryant
YF Bryant
Reggie and Delilah, both pretending
to be someone they're not, fall for a
version of each other that doesn't
really exist.

When You Wish Upon a
Lantern
by Gloria Chao
YF Chao
Liya secretly works to save her
family's struggling store, fulfills
wishes, and rekindles her friendship
with Kai.

Chloe and the Kaishao
Boys
by Mae Coyiuto
YF Coyiuto
Chinese Filipina Chloe must decide if
following her dreams to attend
college in the US is worth everything
she'll be leaving behind in Manila.

Debating Darcy
by Sayantani DasGupta
YF DasGupta
A life-long speech competitor, Leela
Bose meets her match in Firoze
Darcy, a debater from a private
school, and as the tournament
progresses, Leela finds her winning
streak, and her heart at stake.

How To Date a Superhero
by Cristina Fernandez
YF Fernandez
When she discovers her boyfriend is
a superhero, Astrid's perfect life
plans are thrown into chaos as she is
forced to lead a double life, which
just wasn't part of her plan.

Confessions of an Alleged
Good Girl
by Joya Goffney
YF Goffney
When the preacher's daughter
decides she's ready for sex but then
discovers she's physically incapable,
two teens from her church team up
to support her.

Once Upon a Quinceañera
by Monica Gomez-Hira
YF Gomez-Hira
Working an unpaid internship as a
party princess in a heavy ball gown,
romance-minded Carmen has a
summer shaped by blistering heat,
an unexpected attraction, and her
spoiled cousin's quinceañera.

Highly Suspicious And
Unfairly Cute
by Talia Hibbert
YF Hibbert
To win the grand prize at the end of
their survival course, Claire and
Bradley trudge through mud, dirt,
and their messy past to find a whole
new kind of relationship.

Tokyo Ever After
by Emiko Jean
YF Jean
Discovering in her senior year of high
school that the father she has never
met is the Crown Prince of Japan,
Izzy is introduced to the realities of
being a princess.

The Marvelous Mirza Girls
by Sheba Karim
YF Karim
On a gap-year visit to New Delhi with
her mother, Noreen rediscovers her
cultural heritage alongside a
handsome youth but their growing
feelings trigger a family scandal.

Mere Mortals
by Erin Jade Lange
YF Lange
Expelled from the vampire
community and dumped in Iowa to
live as mortals, Charlie and her
brother must make a difficult choice
when they are offered a second shot
at immortality.

This Time It's Real
by Ann Liang
YF Liang
To keep a secret, 17-year-old Eliza
Lin asks the famous actor in her
class to pose as her fake boyfriend in
exchange for writing his college
applications, an agreement that
starts to feel all too real.
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